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Bar Hopping

This week I went to the Adjective bar known as Lucky 13 on Market. I had been avoiding this place for

years because it seemed so Adjective . Turns out I was right.

Now, don't get me wrong. I like Adjective Plural noun as much as the next girl, but gimme a break.

I mean, if I want to be surrounded by hipsters wearing Noun and Plural noun who seem to get

off on,. Activity .

Lucky 13 has that mid-'90s Adjective vibe that most people associate with Plural noun vintage

cars, and Noun . There are posters everywhere for bands like Band name and pictures of pseudo-

'50s for women who look like Name of a person . These babes are usually posing Adverb whilst

sprawled across a Noun or cozied up to a Noun .

Basically,



Lucky 13 is like a Adjective theme park with a 'bad luck' gimmick. The sign has a picture of a black

Noun and, of course, it also sports the number 13, which in certain cultures is an omen that means

Adjective luck. I dunno. To me it just means, 'Hey, Come on in! I'm a term a Insult !' 

OK, maybe I shouldn't be so Adjective on the place. I mean, some Plural noun seem to like it.

When I walked in, for example, it was full of Plural noun enjoying pints of Liquid and nibbling on

Noun . band name was playing on the sound system, and folks were Verb ending in ing and

generally having a good time. Could my distaste for Lucky 13 merely be my own fear of not being

Adjective enough to fit in?

I sat down on a barstool and took in the Adjective selection of Liquid on tap. They did indeed

have a Adjective array to choose from. I tried to get the bartender's attention by Verb ending in ing my

Noun but he seemed to ignore me. Finally he came over. He was a bit Adjective and seemed

like he'd really rather be at Location .. I ordered a glass of Liquid and settled in.

Exclamation !' I said to myself. 'This place' Present tense verb the big one!'



I was just about to take off when I saw a Adjective guy sitting by himself and reading a Name of 

magazine . Exclamation !' I said to myself. He looks Adjective . Before I went to sit next to him, I

asked the bartender where the bathroom was. This seemed to annoy him and I thought he was gonna

Verb me. I found it, though, and had a Adjective time reading all the graffiti on the walls. 'John

Kerry is a Insult , was scribbled on one of them. Then there was the usual mix of 'Don't sleep with

Name of a person he has Plural noun , or 'I love to have my Noun Past tense verb every

night.' Stuff like that. I thought about adding my own clever lines, something in the vein of 'Here I Verb

all brokenhearted, came to Verb but only Past tense verb , but alas, I left my Sharpie at

Location .. 

I came out of the john and sat next to the strange guy. We chatted a bit and I found out that he was a

Occupation who was married with a 2-year-old Noun . This was his one night a week to get out,

he said. Exclamation !' I said. 'Sort of like a Plural noun night out! I thought an Insult did

stuff



like that.' .
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